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E. Varga

MARX'S CAPITAL AND CONTEMPORARY CAPITALISMI

Marx's Capital is the basic work of Marxism-
Leninismr-of the doctrine of the victorious socialist
revolution. Capital, along with Marx's otherworks,
the writings of Engels and Lenin, and the documents
of our Party, form the theoretical basis of the new
Program of the Soviet Union, as they have of all its
preceding programs.

The Communist Manifesto, The Introduction to the
Critique of Political EconomJl,-- The Eighteeith-

Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte and other of Marx's
worls areTn:Iniegral pari of Marxism, but Capital
is itsnucleus. Marx himself always considered
Capital as his life's work.

Capital is the ideal scientific work: it combines
the most profound and detailed factual research with
the broadest generalizations, analysis of the essence
of the capitalist mode of production and the laws of
its development with scientific foresight of its in-
evitable downfall.

During my ourn long life I have carefully studied
Capital innumerable times. But in rereading it I
again find ideas which I had not given sufficient at-
tention to before, whose significance I had under-
estimated, ideas that even today retain their fuII
import. Let me take just one example. Concerning
the supremacy of the Catholic Church in the Middle
Ages, Marx writes, 6The more able the ruling class
is to draw the most outstanding people of the op-
pressed classes into its midst, the more stable and
dangerous is its rule." (1)

And actually one of the major reasons for the rela-
tive stability of bourgeois power in the highly-
developed capitalist countries is the capacity of the
ruling classes to win over systematically some lead-
ing representatives of the working class movement,
to &draw them into their midst' and transfer them
into counter -revolutionary bourgeoisie.

An inexhaustable wealth of ideas makes Capital an
eternal source of widsom for serious investigators
into the present, past and future history of mankind.
It Is not our aim to consider all of Capital. I should
only like to point out that, in contrast to many bour-
geoisie economists who, with the exception of

@Iication of Volume 23 of
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certain classical economists like Quesnet, Smith and

Riccardo, glide over the surface of phenomena,
Marx reveals the inner essence, the laws of de-
velopmentof capitffi

the exptoltation of man by his fellow man is the
basis of the capitalist mode of production, as it is
of aII other class social formation. Under capi-
talism, however, in contrast to the previous forma-
tions, this exploitation is veiled by the sale and
purchase of labor powtr as a commodity, accord-
ing to valuel it is masked by a seeming equality
between the buyer and seller of labor power on the
labor market. Marx's purpose in @!!3!was to
reveal the inner essence of capitalism and expose
the mechanism of exploitation. Marx shows how
surplus value is created by the workers in the
process of production and is appropriated by the
capitalists, how it is realized by selling commodi-
ties at their market value, is turned into profit,
and finally is distributed among the various strata
of the ruling classes in the form of employers' in-
come, interest and ground rent. Under capitalism
any unearned income, in whatever form it may
appear, has as its only source the surplus value
produced by the proletariat. The motive force of
capitalism is the striving to appropriate surplus
value, the thirst for profit.

Marx, the supreme scholar, gives us an example
of an objective and thoroughly scientific analysis
of the capitatist mode of production. But he does
not remain an indifferent observer. Capital is a
highly emotional workl it breathes hatred for the
bourgeoisie and contempt for aII apologists of
capitalism and falsifiers of political economY, his-
tory and phitosophy. It is permeated by a \lrarm
sympathy for the exploited workers, especially for
the women and children, whose situation Marx
studied most carefully through official English sta-
tistics, Marx speaks ecstatically of any revolu-
tionary action by the proletariat, even the most in-

Capital is closely interwoven with Marx's ideas on

Fffiapitalist social f or mations, the historical

economic analysis of capitalism found in
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premises and the process of emergence of the capi-
talist social system, and the methodology of econom-
ic analysis; it is interwoven with a critique of
bourgeois economists (although in less detail thanin
his Theory of Sr:rplus Value), with observations on
the common features of the economies of all sosial
formations, and on the future socialist and commu-
nist society, with thoughts and observations con-
cerning philosophical problems - the dialectic
method, the dependence of the consciousness, the
ideology of men, on their social being, etc.

Therefore attempts to present the economic doc-
trine of Marx in isolation meet with failure. They
are almost always undialectical, dry, and devoid of
the spirit of class struggle. (2)

Marx always emphasized the difference between
the laws of the capitalist mode of production and
the laws of nature. According to Marx, a law, being
an internal relationship between phenomena and
processes, manilests itself through a struggle be-
tween various tendencies as the ruling tendency. He
writes: aGenerally under capitalist production
every general law is realized in a very conlused and
approximate way, simply as a prevailing tendency,
as some sort of average tendency which is constant-
Iy fluctuating and which is never firmly established.'
(3)

Marx consistently applies the dialectical method in
his analysis. I would like to recall for the reader
these words of Lenin: 3At the beginning of Capital
Marx analyzes the most simple, ordinary, r-dimen-
tary, generally apparent, comrnonplace relationship,
which one meets up with billions of times in a
bourgeois (commodity) society: the exchange of
goods. Analysis reveals in this simplest of phe-
nomena (in this little 6ceII' of bourgeois society)aII
the contradictions (resp. the seeds of all contradic-
tions) of contemporary society. Further exposition
indicates the development (both growth and move-
ment) of these contradictions and of this society, in
the E of its separate parts, from its beginning to its
end.

oln general, this should be the method of exposi-

of the assertion by bourgeois
critics that Capital contains sinnumerable repeti-
tions.' There are no repetitions in Capitall What
appears to the person who does not think dialecti-
cally as aunnecessary repetition' is investigation of
the subject from various points of view. The ana-
lysis of capital itself can serve as an example.

From the point of view of the formation of value
and surplus value, capital is divided into constant
and variable capital. The latter gives risffi-n-ew

value, which is in itself surplus value.
From the viewpoint of transferring existingvalue

to a new product, capital breaks down into fixed
capital (buildings, machines and equipment)TEE
value of which is transferred to a product gradu-
ally, over an extended period of time, in the proc-
ess of several turnovers of capital and circulating
capital (raw materials, secondary materials, etc.),
the value of which is entirely transferred to a new
product with each turnover.

From the point of view of function, capital exists
in three forms: industrial, Ioan, and q"d". Indus-
trial capital assumes different forms. It begins its
activity in a monetary forrn; as a result of pur-
ctrases of means of production and labor power, it
tal<es the form of productive capital which in the
course of a certai:r-periocl is found in theproduction
process where it absorbs surplus value. After the
completion of the production process it once again
assumes the form of a commodity. However, this
again produced commodity has a value which is
greater than it was at the begiruring of the produc-
tion process. After this, if the commoditiesare
sold, the capital once more assumes a monetary
form, but this sum of money is now tar-ger tnan ttre
initial amount.

After a comprehensive analysis of individual
capital, Marx analyzes the movement of aggregate
social capital. This is no by means srepetition';
it is a necessary step in analysis. Marx writes:
'We are not talking about definitions, under which
things can be classified. The discussion concerns
definite functions, which should be expressed in
definite categories.' (5)

The reproach of bourgeois professors that Marx
supposedly does not have a scomplete theory of
crises' is also due to their lack of understanding
of dialectics. Actually Marx created the only cor-
rect theory of crises. At the stage of analysis of
simple reproduction he demonstrates the possi-
bility of crises. In analyzing the process of capi-
talist production as a whole, he demonstrates the
inevitability of periodic crises of overproduction.
The validity of Marx's theory has been confirmed
by the experience of an entire century.

Is Capital aetually a difficult or, as many bour-
geois critics maintain, a completely incomprehen-
sible book?

Capital is not, of course, a work of belles-lettres.
Patience and effort are necessary in order tounder-
stand it. This is due to the depth and wealth of
thought which it contains, as weII as to the fact that
the essence of the capitalistic mode of production,
which Marx brought to light, is sharply different
from customary 'realityr' that is, from the
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tion (resp. study) of the dialectic... ." (41

Capital is a model of dialectics. an
application. A
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outward manifestation of this essence.
Subjectively, therefore, Capital is read with diffi-

culty. Objectively, howeveffibook is quite com-
prehensible. It is constructed in a completely logi-
cal way; every part is based on the results of the
previous parts. There are no vague or indefinite
parts, no non-dialectical contradictions. Bourgeois
economists write incomprehensible books, although
they are easy to read. The superficial manifesta-
tions of capitalism are examined in them rather than
its essence. That is why these books can be inter-
preted in various ways; they are lightweight by vir-
tue of their external erudition. They are objectively
incomprehensible, since they contain nothing ra-
tional.

What are the reasons for the subjective difficul-
ties in studying Capital? The first reason has to do
with the greatest virtue of the work, that it analyzes
the essence of capitalism and not its superficial
phenomena. Under capitalism people are filledfrom
childhood with the illusion that the capitalist pro-
vides the worker with work and bread, that he smain-
tains' them. (The efforts of the apotogists of sfree
enterprise' have helped in this in no small measure)
That is why Marx's completely correct thesis that
6the money given to the worker is essentially only a
transformed, equivalent form of a certain part of
the value of the commodity produced by the worker
hinself is difficult to understand subjectively. (6)
It is also difficult to understand that it is not the
capitalist who sgives bread' to the worker, but in
reality it is the worker who maintains the capitalist.

Under capitalism people are accustomed from
childhood to the idea that anything can be bought for
money. Therefore it is difficult to understand sub-
jectively that the ability to serve as a purchasing
agent is not a property of money itself, but an ex-
pression of a definite social relation, an expression
of a commodity economy.

People know that they can put their money in a
savings bank and receive interest on it. As a re-
sult it is easily possible to believe the assertions
of vulgar economists that capital, by itself, poss-
esses the property of creating profit. In order to
understand the actual source of all profit, it is
necessary to overcome the firmly entrenched iIIu-
sion that money automaticaily yields profit.

A capitaiist selling commodities on the market
and the consumer buying these commodities are
convinced daily that the prices of commodities de-
pends upon the relationship of supply and demand,
on competition. It is difficult for them to get to the
essence of the phenomenon, which is that the market
price of the commodity is, in the final analysis,
determined (excluding chance fluctuations) by social
value. The entire elife experience'of the person
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who lives in a capitalist society, his ccommon
senser" make it difficult to understand the essence
of capitalism as revealed in Capital.

The reader's class status and political convic-
tions are also an important subjective factor. AI-
[-nougn a worker in a capitalist society seldom has
the opportunity to understand the details and subtle-
ties of capital as a social relation, he can from his
own experience easily understand its essence -
exploitation. He must work hard every day, and
lives poorly, whereas the capitalist lives well with-
out working. It is easier for a communist, who is
fighting against the capitalist system, to under-
stand Capital than for the defenders of the system.

Capitalists, bourgeois professors of political
economy who serve capitalism, and all those who
have an interest in preserving the capitalist sys-
tem find Capital incomprehensible because they do
not want to understand it as a result of their class
interests. To understand Capital is to uncover the
untruths about the benefits of the bourgeoisie and
capitalism, and to recognize that capitalism is a
social formation which is historically doomed to
destruction, and is not eternal.

Bourgeois critics of Capital often reproach Marx
for allegedly paying tooEEf,-attention to produc-
tion and for not attaching suitabie significance to
consumption. This is incorrect. Consumption and
production form a dialectical unity and Marx aI-
ways examined them in their mutual connection.
Marx clearly and accurately characterizes con-
sumption as the ultimate goal of production. He
writes: c...the production of constant capitalnever
occurs for its own sake; it occurs only because
this constant capital is consumed in greater quan-
tities in those branches of production whose prod-
ucts are for personal consumption." (?)

It is generally known that Marx regards the con-
tradiction between capital's striving for unlimited
expansion of production and the limited effective
demand of the masses under capitalism as the ulti-
mate cause for the inevitability of overproduction
crises. Marx is the first economist who analyzed
the consumption of labor power in the production
process and pointed up its significance in the cri:a-
tion of surplus value.

Bourgeois criticism of Capital is zuperficialand
incorrect because the critics, not understanding
dialectics, consider only separate parts of the
work, taken out of context. Capital can only be
understood as a single entity.

The debate over interpretation of the schemes
of reproduction of aggregate social capital at the
beginning of the 20th century show utrat can result
when these demands are disregarded. sOrthodox"
opportunists (Kautsky, Hilferding and others)
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declared that capitalist reproduction, according to
Marx's schemes, could supposedly be realized with-
out hindrance. In 1926 Hil-terding went so far as to
state at a meeting of a bourgeois scientific society
that it is well that the second volume of Capital is
seldom read, because from the schemes.T@ro-
duction it is possible to draw the conclusion that
capitalism is eternal. On the other hand, the revo-
Iutionary Rosa Luxemburg asserted that Marx's
schemes show the inevitability of capitalism's auto-
matic collapse as a result of the impossibility of
accumulating capital.

It is clear that both sides were wrong, since they
ignored Capital as an entity and proceeded from the
mistaken viewpoint that Marx drew up a scheme of
the actual, real process of capitalist reproduction.
The opportunists' assertion contradicts Marx's
doctrine as a whole: the inevitabitity of dispropor-
tions, of periodic crises of overproduction, and the
inevitable overthrow of capitalist rule by the revo-
lutionary proletariat. Rosa Luxemburg's concep-
tion runs counter to the whole spirit of Capital as
the scientific basis of the class struggle. Although
filty years have passed since her book was pub-
Iished, the accumulation of capital continues at high
rates despite the general crisis of capitalism.

The most general conditions in which the process
of capitalist reproduction can proceed evenly are
given in Marx's schemes. But Marx never thought
that constant equilibrium, a constantly restored pro-
portionality, an even course of capitalist reproduc-
tion were really possible. He himseU says the
following about these schemes: "The fact thatcom-
modity production is the general form of capitalist
production...gives rise to certain conditions of nor-
mal exchange, hence of a normal course of repro-
duction on both a simple and expanded scale, which
is characteristic of this mode of production. These
conditions, which are transformed into so many con-
ditions of an abnormal course of reproduction, into

neous c
s mine - E. V.)

Capital contains many analogous statements, and
it is strange that both sides could so incorrectly
understand Marx's schemes.
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had not published a book or brochure which "re-
futed' Capital.

But the campaign of the bourgeois professors did
not have the expected effect: Marxism increasing-
Iy became the ideology of the revolutionary workers.
The bourgeoisie then changed its tactics. Instead
of the crude frontal attack, a slaudatory' discredit-
ing of Marxism, an emasculation of the revolu-
tionary spirit of Capital, was beguL For this pur-
pose the bourgeoisie mobilized the leaders of
right-wing social democracy. The "scientific'
works of Bernstein, David, Hertz, Hildebrandt and
others, which criticized individual propositions of
Marxism and strove to dilute the revolutionary con-
tent of Capital, appeared one after the other. Now-
adays we find this same line of attack against
Marxism in the books of Laski, Strachey, Browder
and others.

The victory of the Russian proletariat in the
Great October Socialist Revolution resulted in a
new rise in Marxism's inJluence throughout the
world. The revolutionary Third International re-
placed the bankrupt Second International. The
bourgeoisie found that an ideological struggle
against Marxism was insufficient. In a number of
countries it brought fascism to power; communist
and even socialist pa.rties were banned. This is
still the case in the United States, the Federal Re-
public of Germany, Franco's Spain, and a number
of other countries.

After World War fI the bourgeoisie once again
changed its methods of struggle against Capital. It
realizes that in a rryorld in which one-third of hu-
manity has thrown off the fetters of capitalism and
is successfully building a socialist and communist
society, Capital cannot be defeated by mere denial.
The ideologists of the bourgeoisie and of right-
wing social democracy now declare that Marxism
was correct, but only for the underdeveloped coun-
tries; it is not suitable for highly developed coun-
tires, since in these countries capitalism has
nothing in common with the capitalism of Marx's
time, is radically different from it, and actually
is no longer capitalism. Let us examine this most
recent line of attack against Marxism, against
Capital, in greater detail.

t** Contemporary capitalism remains the same so-
AfterthepubIicationofthefirstvolumeofCapita1,cia

the exploiter classes Iaunched a violent attac[-- The laws of its development remain as they were
against Marxism. At first the bourgeoisie generally before. As then, the pursuit of profits and still
attempted to suppress the book. When they did not greater profits is the motive force of capitalist
succeed, they unleashed against Capital a whole production. Now, as before, the source of profit is
army of apologists for capitalism, in the frontranks surplus value, produced by the workers and appro-
of which were professors of political economy. In priated by the bourgeoisie. Even now the worker
the last quarter of the 19th century one could hardly must sell his own labor power daily in order to

so

find a single German professor of economics who live. Even now the capitalists can live in lu:rury
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without working. As before, the concentration and
centralization of capital continues, as does the
process by which the small producers and smalland
medium capitalists are ruined. The basic contradic-
tions of capitalism - between the social nature of
production and private appropriation - continues to
exist. That is why there are still crises, rnass un-
employment, and class struggle between capital and
Iabor.

Moreover, capitalism today corresponds more
closely in several important aspects to the theoret-
ical conceptions in Capital than during Marx,s time.
As is well known, Marx, in order to simplify the
analysis, examined a 6pure' capitalist society, con-
sisting of but two classes - the proletariat and the
capitalists - although, of course, he was weII aware
thatpetty commodity producers constitute a substan-
tial portion of the workers. At the present time the
overwhelming majority of the population are prole-
tarians (workersand employees). The figure for
England, for example, is 9570.

Marx proceeded from the fact that capitalist pro-
duction wholly and completely encompasses all
branches of the economy, although at that time agri-
culture, with the partial exception of England, was
carried on primarily by primitive methods and was,
to a substantial degree, natural in character. To-
day agriculture in highly developed countries is
carried on with the aid of complex machines and is
a branch of capitalist production, in which the or-
ganic composition of capital often approaches the
composition of capital in industry.

Now let us turn to the sarguments" of the de-
fenders of the theory that capitalism has radically
changed in the highly developed capitalist countries.
They maintain thattheworkers in the srich' capi-
talist countries have themselves supposedly become
capitalists. What demagogic nonsensel Many
American workers actually buy their automobiles
and even their little homes on the installment plan;
they insure their lives so that in the event of the
breadwinner's death their families will not immedi-
ately be in need. Some even have some savings.
But are they capitalists? Not at alll Just as be-
fore, they have to se[I their labor power to a capi-
talist. Just as before, they are objects of exploita-
tion. The capitalist is the one who can live without
working, by exploiting others.

The widely publicized acquisition of stock by
workers, especially American workers, is a special
form of demagogy. Many capitalists foist the enter-
prise's stock on their workers and employees,
hoping to give them an incentive for increasing the
firm's income and to strengthen their control over
the joint-stock company (the greater thenumber of
small share-holders of the particular firm, the
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smaller the amountof shares necessary for its
control). We often encounter claims in the Ameri-
can press to the effect that there are millions of
share-holders in the United States and, as a result,
that capital belongs to sall the people.' Conse-
quently, they say, there is no difference wtratsoever
between workers and capitalists inthe United
States. What aliet Possession of orre or a few
shares yields the worker an income of between 10
and 25 dollars a year. Therefore he was, and still
is, an exploited worker - a proletarian.

Gaitskell, the leader of the British Labor Party,
invented a new variant of this falsehood: he de-
clared that England is no Ionger a capitalist coun-
try, since in England geverybody works.' Mr.
Gaitskell evidently regards as swork' a rentier
collecting dividend s, a landlord c ollectinffiTls,
and a home owner collecting rent. Even for the
exaction of this income the capitalist uses hired
employees.

In the West one often hears talk about emana-
gerial socialism,"the essence of which boils down
to the fact that capitalists are supposedly no longer
the masters of their enterprises, insofar as direc-
tion of the enterprises is transferredto employees,
directors, the so-called managers. This is non-
sense I The real master of a firm is the owner of
the controlling number of shares. McNamara, the
present U.S. Secretary of Defense was once presi-
dent of the Ford Motor Company, and Ford himseLf
was only a member of the board. Ford could re-
pLace McNamara at any time, however, since
McNamara was only Ford's employee.

The apologists of capitalism maintain that the
economic successes of the Soviet Union and other
socialist countries is due not to the socialist sys-
tem but to successful planning. They also assert
that planning can provide the same rates of eco-
nomic growth under capitalism as it does under
socialism.

This is either a deception or misunderstanding
of the essence of socialist planning. A society can
plan its economy only when the means of produc-
tion, at least the decisive portion, are socialist
property. Planning is impossible under capitalism,
where the decisive portion of the means of produc-
tion is in the hands of the capitalists, where the
capitalists and their unions, in accordance with
personal interests, can produce a certain commod-
ity or discontinue its production, sell or not sell
their manuJactured articles, and increase or reduce
their prices.

It is true that a number of bourgeois countries
such as France and Italy have long-range plans.
But what are these plans? The state plans only the
development of the state sector. With respect to
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the private sector, which is much larger propor-
tionally, only prognoses of spontaneous development
can be compiled, based upon the total of previous
years. Insofar as the state sector co-exists with the
private sector, and is intimately intertwined with it,
it is subjected to the strong influence of the anarchy
of the capitalist market. This makes even the plan-
ning of the state sector unreliable. "Regulation" of
capital investment, price formation and foreigntrade
in the private sector by the state is effective only
when it serves the interests of the great capitalists.
If it does not serve their interests, they find many
ways to circumvent it. Planning, in the present
sense of the word, is impossible in the conditions of
anarchy prevaillng in capitalist production.

In emphasizing, notwithstanding bourgeois and
social-democratic de magogy, that eonternporary
capitalism is the same.social system, with the
same laws of development, &s in Marx's timerweby
no means wish to say that capitalism has not under-
gone any changes. These changes are so vital and
numerous that it does not seem possible to consider
them in detail within a single article. Marx, how-
ever, foresaw these changes.

English capitalism of the third quarter of the 19th
century, upon whose study Capital was primarily
based, was, from a contemporary point of view, un-
developed, primitive and impoverished, despite Eng-
land's 'industrial revolution" at the end of the 18th
century, and despite the fact that it had the most
powerful colonial empire. Production techniques
and transportation were backward. Steam powerwas
the only form of energy used in factories, on rail-
roads, and in ships. Sailing vessels still constituted
the major portion of the navy. There were no elec-
tris motors, automobiles, airplanes, telephones, or
radios. Heavy industry was poorly developed; only
4.7 million tons of pig iron were smelted in 1871,
and the smelting of steel was insigniJicant. Light
industry was most characteristic of English capi-
talism at the time. The textile industry occupied the
most prominert position.

Labor productivity was not high because of gen-
eral technological backwardness. The owners com-
pelled their workers to toil 10 to 12 hours a day.
Wages were low, the level of exploitation was high,
and the workers lived in horrible poverty. The con-
centration of production was very slight; in 1870 an
average of 165 workers were employed per factory
in the leading branch - the textile industry.

In 1885 the national wealth of England was esti-
mated at 10 billion pounds sterling, of which more
than half took the form of land, housing, furniture,
state and municipal property, rather than productive
capital. Capital constituted only 4.5 billion pounds
sterling, of which only 1.4 billion was invested in
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industry and trade, and almost as much (1.3 bil-
lion) was invested abroad. By way of comparison,
we note that the assets of dGeneral Motors' in1960
were 8.5 billion dollars, that is, 3 billion pounds
sterling. Even i.f we take into consideration the
depreciation of currency, this sum is approximate-
Ly equal to the sum of capital invested in English
industry during Marx's time.

The English government was also poor. In the
fiscal year 1877-1888 government expenses
amounted to 80 million pounds sterling, including
28.6 million pounds for the army and navy. At the
present time, as we know, the military expendi-
tures of England are reckoned at more than 1,500
million pounds annually.

Even the bourgeoisie was not rich by present day-
standards, although the England of that time had a
substantial parasitical stratum of rentiers. The
overwhelmingma jorityof capitalis-tspersonally
ran their enterprises; the bourgeoisie lived eco-
nomically and accumulated means. It stands to
reason that the other capitalist countries of the era
were technologically even more backward, unde-
veloped and poor than Eng1and.

Marx's genius is confirmed by the fact that in
analyzing this 4classical' pre-monopoly capitalism,
which existed on a comparatively small portion of
the earth, he revealed the internal laws of its de-
velopment and defined its*future course. (q

Yes, contemporary capitalism is incomparably
more developed, more productive and richer than
it was in Marx's time. This, however, is only a
quantitative difference. What is decisive histori-
cally is the qualitative difference.

While C I was
ssive socia

material base

ism is hi

one-third of the earth) which has objectively
turned into an obstacle to human progress. Here
we have the decisive qualitative differences. The
bourgeoisie now has but one goal: to preserve its
obsolete system. As the Party Program points out,
socialism today is increasingly becoming the de-
cisive factor in world history.

This does not mean that the capitalist countries
have been compelled to conduct their polltics in
accordance with the demands of the socialistworld.
It does mean, however, that the great bourgeoisie

ism was
historica It was
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must take the mutual relations between the capitalist
and socialist worlds into account in their foreign
politics, and frequently even in their internal poli-
tics. The bourgeoisie cannot even develop its rela-
tions with the workers in the old way, followingtheir
own interests exclusively. They must tal<e care not
to acc,elerate the rate at which the working class is
being made into a revolutionary class. Sometimes
the bourgeoisie must restrain certain monopolies
which, ignoring the general class interests of the
great bourgeoisie, sharpen class contradictions.
Nixon's intervention, while he was Vice-President,
in the metallurgical workers' strike in order to
achieve a compromise is a clear example of this.
The existanee of the socialist world and its suc-
cesses are having an increasing influence on the
entire lile of the capitalist world.

Since Capital was written, joint-stock companies
have supplanted individual enterprises everywhere.
The growth of concentration has given rise to
monopolies, to monopoly capitalism - imperialism.

Lenin has given us an excellently elaborated doc-
trine of contemporary capitalism. His Imperialism
As the Highest Stage of Capitalism is a conEffii
and ereative development of the ideas in Capital.
Lenin frequently repeated that the laws which Marx
revealed in Capital remain completely valid even
under imperEffil Concentration gave rise to
monopolies. Monopolies, which fleece the people
and the small and medium sized capitalist enter-
prises, have brought concentration to an unheard of
scale. At the end of 1960 the capital of the 100
largest industrial, trade and transport firms in the
United States amounted to 176 billion dollars. Taking
depreciation of currency into account, this sum ex-
ceeds all the capital invested in English industry,
trade, and transport in 1885 by 17 times. Alongwith
the increase in wealth, the parasitism of the great
bourgeoisie grew to monstrous proportions. In the
United ftates in 1960 dividends and interest
amounted to 40.8 billion dollars. This sum is equal
to the average annual wages of 12 miltion American
industrial workers.

There exists a

There is no statistical data on the incomes of the
wealthier peopl.e in the United States, but we can
make approximate estimations. It is estimated that
the elder Kennedy, the father of the present presi-
dent, has a fortune of roughly 300 million dollars.
If we assume that this capital yields only 570 inter-
est, his income amounts to 15 million dollars ayear.
It is clear that it is impossible to spend such a sum
on personal consumption. Large capital continues
to increase.
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The luxury of American miilionaires borders on
madness. It was reported in the American news-
papers that Ford arranged a celebration in honor
of his daughter's 18th birthday, and for the occas-
sion he sent for a gardener from Paris and had
twenty thousand rose-bushes planted. AII this cost
225 thousand dollars, a sum equal to the yearly
earnings ot 27L agricultural workers.

While American millionaires are thinking up the
most fabulous schemes to spend their parasitically
acquired incomes, it is estimated that there are
over 5 million people completely unemployed in the
United States. Of that number, more than one
million are no longer entitled to unemployment
benefits and live on a pittance which is given them
by charity. While the bourgeoisie of highly de-
veloped countries accumulates incalcuable wealth,
the majority of the population of the underde-
veloped countries of Asia, Africa and Latin Amer-
ica continue to live in poverty.

In contrast to Marx's time, the great bourgeoisie
has become a completely parasitic stratum with no
connection whatsoever with production. Its physi-
cal work is done by wage workers, engineers per-
form the technical direction of the enterprises,
office work is handled by office employees, weII-
paid director-managers do the administrative work,
and hired scientists carry on the scientific re-
searsh. The great bourgeoisie squanders money
and is involved with 'high policy' and speculation.

A social system which leads to such results is
historicallv ripe for destruction.

,tr€ , maintainits existence?
The following are the most important means by
which it does this.

A) State-monopoly capitalism, which combines
the strength of the monopolies and the state for the
purpose of preserving the capitalist social system
in individual countries and throughout the whole
bourgeois world. State-monopoly capitalism has
yet another goal: to ensure, with the state's help,
the enrichment of the monopolies by redistribution
of the national income. These goals contradict
each other politically. In its striving to perserve
the capitalist social system, the monopolistic
bourgeoisie enjoys the supportof those stratawhose
source of income is exploitation. In reducing the
income of these strata, however, monopoly capital
is expropriating them on a mass scale. This leads
to the growing isolation of the monopolists and
creates, as the Party Program pointed out, the pos-
sibility of uniting the whole people in struggle
against the rule of the monopolists.

One must carefully distinguish between state-
monopoly capitalism and state capitalism. The
former is historically reactionary, while the

between the incomes of
the workers
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Iatter, in the underdeveloped countries, is relatively
progressive, in that it promotes the development of
the productive forces.

B) The apparatus of suppression (the army,
police, gendarmes, the courts, prisons, etc.), which
has never been, throughout the history of capitalism,
as strong or as costly as it is now.

C) The so-called 4above-class" general welfare
state. The ideologists of imperialism cultivate in
every possible way the illusion that the activities of
the capitalist state serve the workers' interests. In
fact they serve only the interests of the great bour-
geoisie. Government policy in the areas of social
security, pubiic health, and so on is intended, on the
one hand, to maintain the workers' health at a level
necessary for their exploitation, and, on the other,
to bring the workers politically closer to the exist-
ing system. In view of the demands which present-
day technology makes on workers, the capitalist can-
not get along without general compulsory school
education. In 1960, for example, the Association of
English Employers requested that the government in-
crease the term of compulsory school education be-
cause young vrorkers do not calculate well enough
for present-day technology and have a poor knowl-
edge of the English language.

D) Reformism - right social democracy and its
leaders, who have been bought off by the bourgeoisie
and have joined it. The inlluence of reformism has
grown in post-war years in the highly developed
countries - in the United States (where the trade
union leaders are the reformists) and in Western
Europe, where there was no mass unemployment in
the post-war years, where the growth of labor pro-
ductivity without a corresponding reduction of work-
ing time facilitated a significant increase of surplus
product appropriated by the bourgeoisie, and where
this gave the bourgeoisie an opportunity to provide
a somewhat higher standard of living to a considera-
bly wider stratum of the workers than the previous
iabor aristocracy. This does not at all mean, as the
apologists of American capitaiism proclaim, thatthe
entire American working class lives weII. Nothing
of the sort. Side by side with the millions of un-
empioyed and partially employed there are many
millions of poorly paid people: the unfortunate agri-
cultural workers who wander aII year from one part
of the country to another, the negroes, immigrants
(especially those who have iilegally come across the
country's southern borders), the workers in the to-
bacco and sewing industries. Official data indicating
an increase in the proportion of elderly women who
are working testifies to this as shown in the table
on the top of the adjoining column.

It is not due to a good Life that old women enter
into wage labor.

bourgeoisie in every way it can. About six million
trade union members voted forcandidatesof the
Conservative Party in the last parliamentary elec-
tions in England. It is especially in the highly de-
veloped capitalist countries that the powerful inJlu-
ence of church, school, press, radio and so on
impede the dissemination of revolutionary ideology.

The bourgeoisie can perhaps delay somewhat the
inevitable downfall of the capitalist social system,
but it cannot prevent it. The internal contradic-
tions which Marx revealed in Capital will inevita-
bly bring this structure to ruii.-In the United
States, the richest capitalist country, where tech-
nology develops at the Jastest rate, the bourgeoisie
cannot assure employment to the workers. Pro-
dubtion increases, but employment drops. Internal
contradictions and wars against colonial peoples
who are fighting for their freedom are weakening
capitalism. Capitalist society is now without any
sort of progressive ideology: anti-communism,
the striving to maintain exploitation,aand the pur-
suit, where possible of higher profit is its real
ideology. Everything else is used to deceive those
who are exploited. Capitalism is growing rela-
tiveiy weaker while socialism is growing stronger.

This change in the relationship of forces is deter-
mined by the following major factors.

A) The rates of growth of production under so-
cialism are several times greater than under capi-
talism.

One English bourgeois institute, The National
Institute of Economic and Social Research, calcu-
Iated the annual rate of growth of production per
worker in the major capitalist countries for approx-
imately the last hundred years (up to 1959). The
results shown in the table in the left columnon
Page 62.

in the future.
Apologists of capitalism, referring to the signifi-

cant growth of industrial production after World
War II, maintain that profound crises of
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Women from 55 to 64
Women 65 and over

19
6

38
11

We can say that the average annual rate of
duction growth per worker in
countries comes to cent
s no reason to suppose that it wiII be any
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year

Rate of growth
in Vo

Japan
ItaIy
Germany
France
The Netherlands
Sweden
United States
England

1 880
1 863
1 853
1855
1900
1 863
1 871
1 857

2.L
7.2
1.5
1.5
1.1
2.t
2.0
t.2
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overproduction Iike the one from 1929-1933 will
never occur again. But this assertion has no scien-
tific basis.

The crisis of 1929-1933 and the period of depres-
sion which f ollowed it was the result of the opera-
tion of the laws of capitalism in the period of its
general crisis. The upsurge of production and the
temporary absence of profound overprodrlction
crises in the post-war period in thehighiydeveloped
countries is primarily the result of World War II.
Tens of millions of young men were taken into the
army. Millions of others were employed in military
enterprises producing instruments of destruction
which were destroyed on the battiefields without any
benefit to society. Arms and military equipment
constituted about one-half of aII production. Items
intended for long use were not produced. Newhomes
were not built and old ones were not repaired. Sup-
plies of raw materials and manufactured goods
were exhausted. Fixed capital was worn out, es-
pecially in non-military branches. Tremendous
values were destroyed by aerial and artillery bom-
bardments. Instead of real values, monetary means
were accumulated: money in peasant strongboxes,
deposits in savings banks, state loans in the hands
of the urban population, and huge sums in bank de-
posits and gorlernment securities held by the capi-
talists. This extraordinary and significant expan-
sion of the capitalist market led to an intense growth
of post-war production in such countries as the
United States and Canada, which were not theaters
of war. Somewhat later an analogous process un-
folded in the countries which had been defeated
(West Germany, Francer ltaly andJapan), where
military destruction did not permit restoration to
begin right after the war. Despite the new impetus
to production growth in the United States provided
by the Korean War, the factors which gave rise to
the great expansion of the capitalist market after the
war had exhausted themselves by this time. The
constant laws of capitalist production, which lead to
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a relative narrowing of the market, increasingly
determine the course and contenance of capitalist
reproduction. The dynamics of industrial produc-
tion in those capitalist countries which were not
theaters of military action ciearly testifies to this.

Industrial Production

(1953 = 100)

Year US Canada England

19 56
19 58
19 60
1961(first haU)

109
L02
119
L2L

t20
L20
130
t28

113
113
t28
130

In the last five years production has increased
very slowly in these c,ountries. There were no
bases for a new up$gge. The contradiction be-
tween the social character of production and pri-
vate appropriation was sharpened to such an ex-
tent that only 8070 of the production capacity of
these countries is being used. This hinders mass
renewal and growth of fixed capital, without which
a real upsurge is impossible. As the breachcaused
by the mass destruction of life during the Second
World War is filled, unemployment will assume an
even greater mass character. This will narrow
the market for consumer goods. The agrarian
crisis decreases the purchasing power of peasants
andf armers.Ther_e.tvil_1,:be_!93g$g-U*c-+gg-qf-
ltr-e-gixtrSil as predlEeO rv A*e"ici, eConomists.
A 670 growth of production, predicted by Fortune,
the organ of the great bourgeoisie of the United
States, is unrealistic.

An extended upsurge is also impossible for those
countries which suffered from the war and conse-
quently began restoring their economies much
later.

its internal laws of de

B) The socialist world has common goals. The
progress of one country strengthens aII the other
countries. The socialist countries are united by
the common ideology of Marxism-Leninism.

The capitalist world is rent by innumerable
contradictions: between the imperialist powers
themselvesl between imperialism and the colonial
peoples who are freeing themselves, and so on. In
some countries a struggle is going on between
Iabor and capital. The contradiction between the

is more remi-
1950's in terms
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monopolists and all the other classes and strata
of society is sharpening in the imperialist countries.

C) The material and, also, the scientific and
technieal base is developing more rapidly in the so-
cialist countries than under capitalism, because un-
der socialism it serves the interests of society as
a whole, while under capitalism it serves the inter-
ests of capital in acquiring profits.

The Soviet Union has already outstripped the
Ieading capitalist countries in important areas of
science and technology. This has ensured a strength-
ening of the defense capacity of the Soviet Unionand
the entire socialist world. Warmongers can urgean
attack on the Soviet Union aII they like, but it must
be supposed that responsible statesmen wiII care-
fully consider whether it is worth hastening the end
of capitalism by unleashing a third world war.

The whole policy of the ruling classes of the im-
perialist countries and their satellites is aimed at
preserving the capitalist system and at struggle
against socialism. T-he imperialists examine their
every step, their every measure in the areas of eco-
nomics, ideol.ogy and, first and foremost, politics
exclusively from the viewpoint of whether it.helpsor
harms socialism. It is precisely this fact which ex-
plains why aII the imperialist countries, despite the
contradictions which exist between them, have united
in a military bloc. It explains why there are Ameri-
can, English, and French military units on German
territory, why West Germany forces conduct
maneuvers in England and France, and why the
leaders of the sdemocratic' countries proclaimfas-
cist countries as members of the sftee, world and
conclude military pacts with them. It explains why
the imperialists, who have been shamelessly
oppressing colonies for centuries (and which to-
day, after the political emancipation of these
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countries, are still exploiting them) pose as friends
of the economically underdeveloped countries.

But the maneuvers of the ruling classes, which
are aimed at preserving the capitalist system, are
doomed to failure. The revolutionary theory of
capitalism's downfall etaborated in Capital has be-
come practice: in our historical epoch ol-the tran-
sition from capitalism to socialism, the complete
victory of Marxism-Leninism, socialism and com-
munism is historically assured throughout the
worId.

Footnotes

(1) Capital, VoI. I[, 1955, p. 615 fRussian edition.
AII quotations from the works of Marx and Engels
have been retranslatedfromthe Russian - Editor. ]

(2) The best known of such attempts was Kaut-
sky's book KarI Marx's'Economic Doctrine, which
was popular in its day. Yictor Adler, the leader of
Austrian Social Democracy up to the First World
War, said in reply to readers' complaints that
Kautsky's book was difficult to understand, 6I know
a good commentary to Kautsky's book: Capital by
Karl Marx.'

(3) Op. cit., p. 168.
(4) Vol. 3_8, pp. 358-359 [Presumably reference

here is to Lenin's Collected Works - Editor.]
(5) Capital, vot.[T555f[E
(6) Eill- p. 67.
(?) 

-apital, 
Vol. III, p. 316.

(g) 

-pital, 

VoI. fI, p. 496.
(9) Fwrote: "The bor:rgeois economist,

whose limited brain is not able to distinguish the
form of a manifestation from that which is mani-
fested in it, shuts his eyes to the fact that even at

e on earth the labor
ional cases a s in the

VoI. 23, p. 581. (ttalics mine -- E. V.)


